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Two articles this month dare to deal
labels "liberal" and "çonservative," which frighten so many folk these
days. William Wallace's piece on the "conservatives" (p. 8) describes new develop
ments among what many refer to as the

with the

August,
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10, Number 2

anti-cooperation element among
Churches ol Christ. And Norman Parks,
one of the church's early liberals, explains
what he means by that term (p. 7).
There is, lor me, both a sadness and a

growing good humor imbedded in these
labels. The sadness comes when we recall
the way families, churches, and communities were split in anger over "the
issues"-congregational cooperation and
"institutions separate and apart from the

SCRIPTURES AND THEIR

TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD,"

EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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preacher before the division was fìnal.

songs of love and joy
were out of the way, the minister would
then preach a sermon ripping my friend's
father to theological shreds. The young
song leader recalls slipping away after the
æsembly was dismissed, sick at his
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After the warm

stomach, and walking around the block
until the hot tears subsided.
Of course there were equally vicious attacks from those who opposed the
"antis." And I am convinced that serious

differences in attitudes toward persons
and the Bible still separate these ele-

ments-little

is served by ignoring this in
condescending tolerance. Yet, there is

surely room for the development of a
spirit which wouldn't ¡e8,s/ toleration
if fierce positions are later seen to
be destructive in consequence if not in
theory.

And surely our most belligerent extremes will force us to admit their folly.
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Which leads me to the humor, which is
sometimes possible to see only when we

are made to look ridiculous. Bill
Banowsky of Pepperdine recently ra

a classic liberal/conservative
definition from the political arena. A con-

Cover: Neil Gallugher (center) attacks porno at Nashville airport. Photo
court('sy Thc Nitshvillc Tctntusse¿ttl.

peated

servative, he said, is someone who, upon
seeing a friend drowning fìlty feet from

shore, throws him twenty-five feet of
rope and tells him to swim the rest of the
way for the good ol his character. On the
other hand, a liberal, in the same situation, throws the drowning man seventyfive feet of rope, then drops his end to
run do another good deed.
Somewhere in there is a lesson in the
religious realm too, even if it's only what
they must be saying about it all in heaven:
Reductio ad absurdum eÍ nauseum.
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lf You Like Sex
You'll Hote Porno:
Notes from the Firing Line
An interview between Mission's editor, ond outhor/minister
Neil Gollogher of Eost Providence, Rhode lslond
(Mission:) Haven't we always had srnut around?

The Presidential Commission Report documents in

How serious a threat to morality do you think pornography actually is now?

paragraph after paragraph that porno provokes rape and
murder (see pp. 636-637 in the Bantam Books edition).

(Gallagher) Duration of evil never makes evil good.
Murder's been around longer than smut and it's still

Many ethicists believe that Christian ethics are
"kingdom ethics"-that our standard of morality requires the infusion of the Spirit of God and is not really
to be expected of "the world." Would you respond to
that view?
The greatest thing about a democracy like Americ¿ is
that obedienc€ to (if not enjoyment of) "kingdom ethics"
can be a legal reality. If most Americans want laws project-

murder,
And we've not had this smut around before. Sold in the
open today are magazines whose covers and contents show
laughing prostitutes with semen smeared on their faces,
feeblsminded women masturbating horses, eleven-year-

old girls performing fellatio on men, Christ on the cross
with a grotesque penis affixed between his legs while a
"Roman guard" steps on the cross and performs fellatio on
him. Current attitudes toward smut have not been around
before. William Temple said, "Our one defense against sin
ió to be shocked by it." No one is righteously angry about
smut; no one is shocked anymore.
How serious a threat is it? John L. Quinlan III, Chief of
Special Crimes Division, San Antonio, said:

Today's ultra permissive philosophy states, "What's
wrong with a person having a little fun, if he is not hurting anyone? " Strictly speaking, a man spending his
money to place a bet, pay a prostitute or buy a ticket to
hard-core porno theaters and perhaps buy the services
of a male prostitute in that theater is not physically hurting his neighbor. But multiply that 100,000 times across
this nation and let me ask this question. What makes up
the moral fiber of the nation? What makes up its inner
strength? Some Phantom Spirit? Or is it the collective
discipline of the individual that makes up that nation?
(Texas Police Journal March, 1974, p. l)

Neil Gallagher is an author and minister of the Church of Christ
in East Providence, Rhode Island.

ing respect for sex, we can have them. (Gallup and Harris
polls say that 80 percent of America opposes pornography.)

True, if Christ's kingdom were in everyone, we would
not need laws curbing abuse of sex (or abuse of property or
abuse of reputation, etc.). People would want to obey
God's laws. The steel-hard fact is, however, most people
do not want to obey God's laws. Now the question is: Can
Christians expect legalprotection from such people? Yes,
Paul says (Rom. 13).

Christians can appeal for passage of laws reflecting
Christian respect lor sex. Such laws not only protect our
families from the pornographers, but they provide a much
healthier social climate. Such laws, of course, do not-

presto!-zap the playboy into a Christian. But they
remove from him legal protection for his aggressive
hedonism.

As a Christian, I enjoy the view that "kingdom ethics"
must flourish from within. From radio and TV talk-shows,
in high school classrooms and Catholic convents, before
lectureships and Rotary-Kiwanis clubs, and in Church of
Christ, Presbyterian, Assembly of God, and Baptist
churches I have spoken to millions on pornography, and
the question regularly asked is: Why do you oppose por27

nography? Whether the audience is secular or Christian, I
(l) I believe man was made in the image of
God;(2) I believe man was made for friendship with God
available only through Jesus Christ; and, therefore (3) anything assaulting that image or threatening that friendship
is dangerous and worthy to be crushed.
say: Because

Who do you find giving you the most support in these
campaigns+nd are Church of Christ people actively
involved?

Most of my workshops (which are by invitation only, by
the way-I never say, "Hey, let me come clean up your
town." People hear about this ministry, they do all the leg
work to set up a workshop, and then I come) and lectures
are in "our" churches and lectureships. I know of three of

While that's not exactly a definition for which the
Supreme Court ought to be crowned prophets of righr
eousness, it's far superior to the legal mish-mash formerly
prevailing. Among other things, it means (1) under a: If
the people of Los Angeles and New York give legal approval to street-corner masturbation and child-molesting
magazines, the people in Austin or Detroit are not bound
by that approval. It is up to the local community to decide.
(2) under å: The plug has been pulled on the insane
escalation in porno mags and flicks. Nearly any judge and

jury would find

contemporary pornography "patently
offensive" and therefore "obscene" (and many have done
just that since Miller ). The trick is to get the piece of pornography before the courts so a judge and jury can actual]y
see what pornography is. To get porno before the cour[s,

trir k is to ¡ie't ffrr, ¡rie,crr o{ nrtrnagrartkv ht"l'orrt f,{'¡et cc¡¿rt'f.ç ( iiizt:tts ntr;sí (í
¡ '.'
çr¡ l*¡tt¿l tÏtat- ftttdt.:,: f r';rr' ¿¡¡'i'r{'it'i¡, jr.,¡¡,, ilr''rj oi}y "lfl ,J,';1 r'' ',¡rryr¡r' .r}l\
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"our" folks who have openly opposed me. Two were prG
fessors at one of our Tennessee colleges. Their remarks
were coached and manipulated by an angry news reporter
whom I publicly humiliated for his lack of knowledge on
obscenity law (and I herein confess that sin; humiliation is
not conducive to truth). The other was a preacher's wife
on the West Coast who criticized my methods. Which is
fìne. I need criticism and direction. Oh, one other' A man
(I think) sent me a long letter telling me everything I was
doing wrong. He then told me he was deliberately omitting
his name. I don't call that opposition. Opposition means
you're willing to glue name to convictions.
Sticking in my mind is one incident wËich has helped
me keep going these several years. In the very early days of

this ministry, only my wife and Tommy Clay (fellowevangelist in Victoria, Texas) deeply and radically believed
in my ministry. One day Clay received an anonymous
phone call, shouting out a list of things for Clay to tell me

about everything I was doing wrong. Clay's reply was:
"You may be right, but I prefer the way Neil Gallagher is
fighting pornography than the way you are not."
Overwhelmingly, most people are "with" you on this
issue. Beside our folk, Baptists, Pentecostal, Assembly of
God, conservative Presbyterians, Lutherans, Methodists,
Catholics, and Jews have been supportive of this ministry.
progress being made on the problem of a legal
definition of pornography? Where does the law now
stand on it?
The legal definition of obscenity was handed down by
the Supreme Court on June 22, 1973, in Miller vs.

Is

California:
The basic guidelines for the trier of fact must be: (a)
whether the average person applying contemporary
community standards would find that the work, taken
as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest, (b) whether
the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive
way, sexual conduct specifìcally defined by applicable
state law, and (c) whether the work taken as a whole
lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientifìc value.
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citizens must scream so loud that-under fear of being
lynched by an angry community-police, sheriffs, and dis-

trict attorneys wil/ make arrests.
(3) under c; Literary or visual masterpieces which do
contain sexual descriptions or depictions are protected
from ranting crusaders and uptight puritans. The Bible,
Shakespeare, Venus de Milo and a thousand other masterpieces depict or describe sex realistically, but they would
hardly be judged obscene. The work is taken as a whole.
Pornographers, of course, have abüsed that provision.
Writing steamy page after steamy page of incest, childrape, or intercourse with animals, they then drop in a page
or two of windy political opinion rescuing their work from
obscenity. 'lh-e courts, however, are getting wise to that
trick.
Better than Miller, however, is Ginzberg vs. New York
(1957) in which, among other things, the Supreme Court
allowed the use of the word "objectionable" instead of
"obscene." The important point here is that citizens,
through their legislators, are empowered to provide ad hoc
definitions for "objectionable sexual conduct." And the
Court held that "objectionable"-with its ad hoc deftni-

tions-may be used instead of the more elastic "obscene"
in cases where children might be exposed to pornography
(nearly every quick-stop store and newsstand in America).
Empowered by Ginzberg, Harold Doran, a Rhode Island electrician, wrote a clear, simple law which is the
toughest anti-smut law in America. It has cleaned the
racks of Rhode Island and in several cities in other states
where it has been adopted as a local ordinance.*

How do you deal with the argument that censorship is
an invasion of privacy-that if people want to feed on
that kind of thing, it's their business?

What has censorship got to do with it? Censorship
means (1) prior restraint and (2) control of visual and
*

be obtained by writing the author: Neil
Gallagher, 19 Sumach, East Providence, Rhode Island 02915.

A copy ol the law can

literary material by an autocracy or oligarchy.
In the first place, obscenity laws are not prior restraint.
Obscenity laws say, in effect: print or publish whatever you
want. We're not putting prior restraint on you. But once
you crrculate your material in society, you must understand that society has the right to give or deny a legal blessing to your material.

In the second place, in a democratic society, any legal
blessing, expressed through legislators or city councilmen,
represents the will of the people. If laws did not represent
the will of the people, they wouldn't be laws. That is the
premise upon which the legal framework of democratic
society exists. It is not the will of one (autocracy) nor the
will of a few (oligarchy), but it is the will of many which is
reflected in democratic society. Since Harris and Gallup
document that 80 percent of America opposes pornography, it is reasonable and just to expect strong obscenity
laws.

To the second part of the question: (1) many people
want to feed on heroin, but (so far) we've recognized that
engorging oneself on drugs (like engorging oneself on sex)
affects everyone. (2) Individual discipline (or lack of it)
breeds national character.

Could you comment further on porno versus legitimate art and literature? Do you feel that any and all
displays of, say, nudity, are immoral?
The laws I cited (Miller and the "Display Law" based
upon Ginzberg ), do not conflict with legitimate art and
literature.

I do not feel that the display of the nude is immoral at
all. Neither did Paul. He distinguished between soma (the
body) and sarx (the flesh). When we use our bodies for
fleshly purposes, i.e., to arouse lust, make a quick buck, or
engorge our appetites, that's immoral. And all three d+
scribe pornography.
Nudity, you see, does not even appear in porno

nographer stops. He doesn't show the effects of fornication on the later lives of the couple or their unwanted
children. The pornographer does not show the true yearn-.
ing of every playboy for a loyal, compassionate, and virgin

life-mate. The pornographer does not dramatize every
human's hatred of having his body used. He does not show
the bitterness and resentment arising in people who come
to realize they have been machines for another swinger.
He does not show that every civilization favoring free sex
has rottèd from within and tumbled. The pornographer
not only lacks art and realism, he lacks truth. He is a liar.

How do you respond to one reporter's accusing you of

"histrionics" when news media met you

at

the

Nashville airport last March to see you fling magazines

off the newsstand?

I don't know what histrionics means. If it means a display of emotion unwarranted by the facts, then I am not
histrionic. If it means a display of emotion warranted by
the facts, then I am.
I have been in every major U.S. airport and none exceeded Nashville for sexual fìlth. (It's been cleaned up
since the March workshop.) In January, I caught a connecting flight through Nashville, and it was too much. At
the Nashville airport, smut lined the corridor. Neither
children nor adults could escape the nightmarish
wallpaper. When I first saw them, I floated by in a zombie
trance. I couldn't believe it. I couldn't believe it. I sat down,
stared at the floor, and didn't blink for minutes. I kept
thinking, rehearsing the names of Big Guns coming in and
out of Nashville daily to and from churches, colleges, leo
tureships. Baptist, Church
. thousands of
preachers, hundreds of thousands of Bible school
teachers
. all of them bubbling with Bible exhortations. And yet
. and yet
. I took two of the worst

of.Christ

.

I do not feel that the display

.

.

of the nude is immoral.

When we use our boclies for fleshly purposes, i.e., to arouse lust,
ma.ke a quick ht-trk, or engorfle trur a¡t¡tetites, that's int¡noral.
magazines. The wet-lipped females in Playboy's centerfolds are not nudes. They're naked prostitutes. And I've so
tagged them in all my writings, speeches, debates, and
media appearances. I challenged a porno lawyer on live TV
to take me to court if I was slandering Playboy. He didn't.
He doesn't want a jury to really examine what's in a porno
magazine. A prostitute is anyone who, out of lust, greed or
kicks, sells his or her body. And that's what you find in
Playboy and its 100 imitators.
Screw magazine, by the way, (the one projecting the
blasphemous picture of Christ on the cross involved in
sexual acts) has successfully paid parents to sell the bodies
of their children. They now have photos of children, ages
three and a half to eleven, involved in sexual acts.
Art encompasses the whole of reality. Pornography does

not. Pornography dramatizes a naked man and

naked
woman blithely copulating night after night. There the por-

magazines to the clerk. She said she didnl like them
either, but I was the fìrst one to complain. She pointed to
the airport police. I went to the airport police. They said
they didn't like them either, but I was the first one to complain. The fìrst? The first.
"Lord, show me what to do."
I sat down. I wrote a passionate article, "Heart of Bible

Land Airport Unfit for Children and Other Living
I circulated it until my money ran out. To their
eternal credit, a group of West Nashville Christians,
Things."

headed by Cliff Dobbs and Melvin Turner, said they were
going to do something about it. They must have worked
twenty-fìve hours a day, eight days a week, because they

set up a powerful workshop. Not only did they get
Nashville's city council ancl mayor to endorse the
workshop, they excited the interest of every TV-radio sta29

tion and newspaper in Nashville. When I hit the airport the
night of March 24 for the workshop, the prostitutes were
still on kid-level display, and the media pens and cameras
were trained.

And I did what Dr. Martin Abend, New York's television curmudgeon, advised me: to catch and keep the
media, be bold. Shout, wave, bristle with conviction. I did
what Christians in Nashville should have done years

I grabbed magazines, strode to the center of the
concourse, and yelled, "Ladies and gentlemen, listen to
me. Are you going to continue to let this airport sell this
earlier:

fìlth where even your kids can pick it up? This is illegal
under Tennesse,e law." (I had done my homework). "It's
up to you. Porno causes sex crimes. Your kids can't complain, but you must! ".
I kept on waving the magazines. It was on the 10 o'clock
news two nights in a row. It was on six radio stations and
in two newspapers (photos included). And that's what we
wanted. The airport (and dozens of Nashville stores since)
cleaned up their racks.
Why do you suppose homosexuals (a small minority)
and extremist wranglers of ERA (a smaller minority) are
able to swing legal clout? Because they scream. They
picket, boycott, sit-in, and march. They grab the media.
They're willing to "make fools" of themselves. And they
get what they want.
I know. You say, "Oh, I could never do that. I'm too
quiet, reserved, just a woman, just a preacher, too old, too
young, too small
" Listen. In any public appearance,

If lesus does not írresistiblY
work through you ¡n all social concerns,
you dontt have hím.

ing law, he did. Three times in Acts, Paul appealed to relevant Roman law for bodily protection. He appealed to

legal means for the ultimate promotion of spiritual ends.
Why not preach the gospel and fight pornography? It's
amazing how the Lord will use you when you make yourself totally accessible to him. Through this ministry, he's
allowed me to preach the gospel to more people in more
places where, normally, I would never have access-public
high schools, service clubs, talk shows, etc.
Some cities have designated special sections for the
legal sale of pornography. Is this satisfactory?
When a flood breaks into a city, regardless of point of
entry, it washes over everybody. Ask the people in Boston
if they fìnd the "combat zone" satisfactory.

Do anti-porno campaigns generate the kind of
puritanical thinking that is embarrassed by human sex-

uality, sex in the Bible, etc.?
I don't know. I don't think I've ever been to an anti-porno campaign. In my workshops, tracing the rise of pornography and teaching civic and legal tools to curb it, I
sometimes begin by saying, "Hi, I'm Neil Gallagher and I
enjoy sex." If she's with me, I have my trim, Texas wife,
Gail, stand up, Breck-blonde hair spilling over her
shoulders, and say, "and this is my wife, Gail." (l used to
say "and this is my lover, Gail," but she blushed so I
stopped it.)

I

say (and this really slams the brains of
secular audiences, thinking that Christian living is anti-

Quite often

sex), "Hey, I wanna give you a little quiz. Here it is:
Where's this piece of sex-wisdom given? 'The body of the
husband belongs to the wife and the body of the wife
belongp to the husband,'?"

I tell them that's

the sexiest, clearest marriage advice
it found? They guess: Masters
Reuben; nope-it's in the BiFreud;David
and Johnson;
(Most
of them don't carry around
7:4.
ble: 1 Corinthians

ever given. And where's

my lchabod Crane frame (five feet, seven and a half inches, 140 pounds) goes bananas. My stomach explodes
into bats, my mouth stiffens to cotton, my knees melt like
warm honey. But I learned long ago to claim Jesus'power
to do it. Long ago I glued my gut to 2 Timothy 1:7
". . . . for God did not give us a spirit of timidity, but a
spirit of power and love and self-control."
Which leads to another point' Some people say, "We
ought not to be running around demonstrating against pornography and passing laws and such. We ough|a preach the
gospel !

"

I may be wrong, but I think the people who shout that
do neither. Preaching the gospel from a Sunday pulpit is, I
submit, not preaching the gospel at all. It's earning a salary'
If Jesus does not irresistibly work through you in all social
concerns, you don't have him.
One Bible professor said, "Well, in Acts 19 when Paul
went to Ephesus, he didn't appeal to law to get rid of the
bad books. He preached the gospel!" The reason Paul did
not appeal to Ephesian law to get rid of the bad books was
that he could not. There was no such law.
In the places, however, where Paul could appeal to exist-

630

Bibles so I whip out mine and look it up for them and read

it right then, so they know I'm not kidding.)
Bill Banowsky and Jim Reynolds have well pointed out
that the puritanical view (sex is hush) is as unbiblical as the
Playboy view (sex is heaven). The reason many Christians
and others don't enjoy the Bible's robust, passionate view
of sexual freedom in marriage is boringly simple: they
don't read the New Testament. Thus, they don't know the
lordship of Jesus over their entire lives.

Incidentally,

I'm

guessing

that some Christian men

have not been claiming the lordship of Jesus over their
sexual lives. David Reuben has sold over sixteen million
books to orgasm-starved, married women, some of whom
have Christian husbands who have not helped their wives
enjoy their sexual potential. First Corinthians 7:4 says,
husbands, that your body is for åer pleasure. And vice-versa. If all-American husbands and wives gave to each other
the seductive tenderness and robust sex God intended,
there'd be very little market for porno.

n

I

am a liberal because my Lord has set me free. I
It came as an act of
God's grace, liberating me from the corrupting and
destroying powers of Sin, Law, Death, and Wrath.
I am a liberal because I believe in a liberal
theology. Jesus himself enunciated it in the Nazareth Charter: "The spirit of the Lord is upon me
because he anointed me to preach good news to
the poor. He hath sent me to proclaim release to
the captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to
set at liberty them that are oppressed, to proclaim
the acceptable year of the Lord."
Because I am a liberal, I feel moved by the
liberal vision:

did not earn my freedom.

!'A stainless highroad shall appear
Its name 'The Sacred Way'
No soul unclean shall tread it
No impious foot shall o'er it stray.
No loins shall ever haunt it
No wild beast leap upon it
But on it the redeemed shall walk.
Those whom the Eternal has set free.
They shall come home to Sion singing,
Crowned with a joy unending,
Joy and gladness overtake them.
Sorrow and sighs forsake them."

As a liberal I treasure the freedom values: the
freedom to knock, to seek, to find, even when

culture, tradition, and "authorities" say No; the
freedom to believe truth, whatever the prevailing
opinion; the freedom to speak, because this is the
way of truth; the freedom to grow, despite the
levelling demands of conformity.
The liberal ethic requires me to respect the
worth and dignity of every soul, even when
measured in the scales against the whole world, to
promote clialogue and decision through full participation, and to find utility in rich diversity. Lord,
let me love freedom as did the prophets, and lead
me in the footsteps of that liberal of liberals who
freely died to set men free.
NORMAN L. PARKS
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TTIE'COÌ{SERVATIVES
By William E. Wallace
are forcing greater emphasis by "conservati'¡es" on the "unity of the faith"

Tge socru-LED anti-cooperation or
non-cooperation segment or move.
ment is alive but not always well.
Brethren in this segment prefer the
designation "conservative" to "anti."
They generally label as "liberal" the
mainstream brethren who promote
the projects which "conservatives" op
pose. It should also be noted that on
some points some of these "conservatives" may be more liberal than those

they call "liberals," and some of the
"liberals" may be more conservative
than some "conservatives" on other
points. This "conservative" segment
is not to be confused with the "anti"
segments which are known for op
position to the Sunday school system
and to "multiple cups" in the commu-

to be found in local congregations,
rather than on brotherhood or segmentalunity.

RESTORATION
UPDATE

a sefles
on the current
status of
Restoration
segments
F¡fth

nion service.

It is with tongue.in-cheek that I
write of

a

"segment" of the church, or

of a "group" in the Restoration

heritage. Such is incongruous with the

and experience with "conservative"
brethren qualifies me to write ao

biblical unity and on+body motif,
although schisms were developing in

curately concerning the movement.
The shipwrecked unity plea of the

the body even bef,ore the apostolic age
closed. Some of my fellow "conservatives" will resent my writing representatively about the segment, especially
in Mission, which we consider to be
"ultra-liberal." Actually, all I can do is

nineteenth century Restoration

write as an individual describing the
situation as I see it. I write in response
to the invitation of Mission, not as a
chosen or appointed representative of
"conservatives." But I believe rny life

Movement lies beneath shoals of discord and division. We are forced to
the autonomous, local congregation in
the search for the "unity of the spirit
in the bond of peace." It is here and
only here that children of God, in a

fragmented brotherhood, can find
and experience the unity for which
Christ prayed. Continuing tensions
with "liberals" and in-rank problems

Wiltiam E. Wallace, former editor oJ'tåe Gospel Guardian, rs now
preaching minister at the AJJ'ton Church oJ'Christ in St. Louis.

here are about 2,000 congregations, more or less, forming this
minority segment which dissents

from the majority sentiment regarding church funding of institutions and
various sponsoring church projects.
This "conservative" dissension
developed into a movement in the
early 1950s and crystallized into a
"segment" by the 1960s. Many of the
writings of prominent brethren and
dissenters, all the way back to Alexander Campbell's Christian Baptist
days, motivate and encourage this
segment, and we believe we act from
biblical principles and patterns.
It was out of escalated controversy

over church support of institutions
and sponsoring church projects in the
late 1940s that this "anti" segment
developed. The pressure of the "conservative" opposition to "institutionalism" and "centralization," and
the intensity of "liberal" response,
forced the isolation of the minority
"anti" element from "mainstream" or
majority brotherhood interests. There
has been but little and only occasional
let-up in the opposition of the "conservatives" to the various promotions
and projects in the "mainstream."

But while the canipaign against

"liberal" projects continues, "conser-
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same reasons, but this second group
would not join with the first group
because they thought the first group
was "too legalistic." So three "conservative" congregations exist in the city,
reflecting the three views and policies.
In the early 1950s the "conservatives" generally rallied around a group
of leaders who were connected with
The Gospel Guardian. The paper was
the chief organ. Lufkin, Texas, where
it was published, was a center of "conservative" interests. But in the sixties
the Guardian slipped from its position
and prestige. There was considerable
dissatisfaction among "conservatives"
over the policy and polemic deportment of some of the leaders. Many
who were initially identified with the
paper dropped out.
The present writer purchased the

During all this controversy, other
journals were launched to bolster the
conservative position or to refìect a
different way of doing things. Truth
magazine, edited by Cecil Willis, op
posed what some felt was too soft a
line on the part of Ed Fudge. Now a
number of periodicals represent

remain aloof from partyism. The
third element is composed of those
who feel at home with the "conserva-

Guardian from Yater Tant in 1969
and edited it from 7977-73. The
paper was moved to Athens,

volume

tives," but they are less issuaoriented,

Alabama, where associate editor Edward Fudge worked with his father,

vatives" sometimes fight each other.
This in-fighting has been intense; yet
somehow our sharing in opposition to
the "liberal" promotions and projects
has provided a tie that binds, in spite
of rumblings within our ranks. We
have a way of coming together when

"liberal" promotions are to be

at-

tacked.

There are three distinct elements

within this "conservative" segníent.
There are the hardliners whose militancy and hard-hitting tactics arouse
charges of pharisaism and partyism.

The hardliners deal harshly and
roughly with both "liberals" and their
fellow "conservatives." Then there
are centrists who are as firm in conviction on "the issues," but who deal
more with the issues and less in personalities. They are more irenic and

being softer

in attitude about "the

issues." These are less exclusive and
are often in trouble with their "conservative" brethren because of unconventional positions, expressions, and
activity.

Tn"r"

three elements are illustrated by recent events in a certain
city. A hardliner group went out from

a "conservative" church to form
another congregation because the
church was getting too o'soft" for
them. A y€ar or so later a second
group left that local church for the

Bennie Lee Fudge,

with the CEI

various views, attitudes, and approaches across the "conservative"
spectrum, but no paper in this nearproliferation appears to have the
preeminence.l

A'ctuatty,

the most definitive

writing advancing the "conservative"

in the fìfties is the early
of The Preceptor (1951-55).

principles

The Arlington Meeting, a book containing dialogue between representative "conservatives" and "liberals" in
Arlington, Texas in 1968, also contains a good study of the basic dis.

Edward Fudge's more irenic approach

agreements between "conservatives"
and "liberals.'2
The most influential non-congrega-

would make the Guardiar? "soft."

tional entity among us, which fairly

Publishing Co. and bookstore. Many
hard-line "conservatives" feared that

Thus, a group of twenty stockholders
purchased the paper in797 4, and only

well reflects a consensus, is Florida
College. It stands high in academic'
rating and in segmental esteem. The
annual lectureship serves as a "rally"

bought the others out to become sole

and an opportunity for brethren to

proprietor. The Guardiaz was moved

make contacts and do business relating to "conservative" interests. The

a year later one of the major
stockholders, Theron Bohannon,

back to Lufkin where James W.
Adams now edits it from a more

school turns out

entrenched hardline perspective. CEI
bookstore was given to Florida Col-

preachers each year to serve "conservative" churches.

iege, at Temple Terrace, Florida (a

"Conservative" brethren generally
hold to the pattern principle, i,e., the

Tampa suburb).

a number of

sum total of what God has said about
anything becomes the pattern for it.
Patterns are discovered in the three
fold hermeneutical approach of "direct command, approved example,
and necessary inference." The problem of when an approved example is
binding exists among "conservatives. "
Highly technical argumentation seeking to establish which ones are binding has not proven unifying or satisfying to all. There is also disagreement
over what inferences are "necessary."
While there is therefore disagre+
ment among us over scores of issues,
both major and minor, we are agreed
that church operation or funding of in-

stitutions and "sponsoring church"
projects are not supported by Bible
patterns or sound hermeneutical ap
plications. This constitutes our dis
tinctive characteristic, setting us off

from other segments and from the
"mainstrgam."

the forefront in "conservative" ranks.
They pertain to fellowship, security of
believers, and the college Bible depart-

ects, and prominent figures.
Further, preachers should note that
they are called to preach the gospel

ment. Attitudes on fellowship range

but not to run the brotherhood. It is
not the compromise of truth, or softness toward error, or a gag-rule on

from total segregation or

isolation

from other brethren to the looseness
or detente which would have all
brethren in fellowship on the basis of
attitude.
On the security of believers there is
legalistic perfectionism at the one extreme and the imputation of the personal righteousness of Christ to ignorant or imperfect saints on the
other.
As to the college, a minoritY but

strong sentiment among us sPeaks
against the right of colleges to have
Bible departments, contending that
they compete with the church.
While we believe our opposition to

"liberal" projects is legitimate and
valid, as a "segment" we are as far
removed from displaying attractive
unity as all the other segments of
brethren related to the Restoration

Movement, including the

ur

opposition

to

such

"centralization" does not hamstring

us, for we have

church-suPPorted

"mainstream.' We have much in
common with brethren in other "segments" who fight false doctrine,
"modernism," and theological liberal-

"missionaries" in nearly every general
geographical area where "liberals" are
to be found. We see "centralization"
as being unscriptural and dangerous
to congiegational autonomy, setting
the stage for hierarchy and creedalism, and opening the door for other
innovations. We are not always consistent, for sometimes we fìnd among

ism, and we share with all "segments"

us the use of organizational or monied

tra-congregational interests, and a deescalation of meddling in local church
affairs by papers, institutions, proj-

power in pressure activity.
Recently three issues have been
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in

the problems of disturbing

issues,

divisive policies, and disrupting exappears the only solution

segmented

activity, pressure tactics by organizational and monied interest, brotherhood meddlers, brotherhood regulators, and all attempts to head the
church for the Lord.

In

tqz¡, as editor of

The

Gospel Guardian,I was in a public relations meeting. We were discussing
the paper, issues, and personalities.

An elder suggested that the brotherhood would be better off if all editors
ceased publication of their papers, or
at least agreed on a moratorium. I
agreed that it was a good idea. He
replied, "Why don't you go fìrst? "
A good question for editors,
wouldn't you

say?

NOTES

l. Other "conservative" papers include

Vanguard edited by Fanning Yater Tant,
P. Needham,
Searching The Scriptures edited by Connie Adams, The Sower edited by Eugene
Britnell, Gospel Anchol edited by Gene
Frost, With All Boldness edited by Brent
Lewis, Sentry Magazine edited by Floyd
D. Chappelear. The Preceptor is edited by
Stanley Lovett.
2. Published by Coedill Foundation, Box

Torch edited by James

tremism.

It

debate that I recommend, but rather a
general backing away from inflammatory rhetoric, inter-congregational

to the

situation is a general

return to the integrity of genuine congregational autonomy, a reversal of
emphasis on collective, inter- and ex-

403, Marion, Indiana

46952.
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Ah, the difference between us two
when we heard what you are going through,
when we heard what you are going to do.
I shouted for joy.
He shrank in pain.
I glimpsed a sight of heaven

thinking of what will

be.

He saw the hell that you've been through,
sharing with you what is now and what has been.
I thought, "How great to start anew."
He said, "lf only Christ had united the two."

I saw a new church.
He saw a torn church.

I rejoiced, "The struggle is over!"
He cried for the wounds that all have suffered.
I thought only of you, for I remembered loving
and being loved by you.
He thought of you and he thought of them,
and he loved you both.
I counted the new souls waiting for you

to touch them.
He numbered the souls needing you

whom you will leave.
I dared to hope that in some way we
had helped you find His way.
He condemned himself if he
had led any away.

We two feel so differently but so deeply in our love
for you:
l, the Rebel,
He, the Reformer.

-Kathy lordon
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America: Hobno_bbing
with the Ghosts
of Campbell Country
By Ron Durham
Howomntg Restoration Movement,

whose roots were

so closely entwined with the spirit of early America, relate
to the religious ideas so basic to the founding of our

country?
That question drew widely differing heirs of the
Restoration tradition to Bethany, West Virginia, recently
for a historical conference in the heart of Campbell
country. There were Restoration ghosts aplenty haunting
the houses and hills of Bethany College, founded by
Alexander Campbell in 1840. Visitors trekked through the
fine old Campbell mansion where Thomas died and where
his son Alexander first began to train young preachers.
There were pilgrimages to the cemetery where the tombs
house bodies spent in search of"the ancient order of
things." Visitors tramped about the stream where the
Campbells were immersed out of their Presbyterianism
and into a movement which became the largest (and most
fragmented) religious cause native to the American

Church folk. Their nationalget-together created a calendar
conflict; and perhaps Bethany is not considered by them to
be a good place for healing the still-fresh wounds from the
restructuring battles with the Disciples. Several noninstrumental Church of Christ people of various stripes
were there, although not many from the fairly contented
"mainstream."
Robert Bellah and Franklin Littell, well-known scholars

from outside Restorationism, contributed to the academic
feast. The decoration motif was "Alexander Campbell and
the Spirit of the Revolution." It was a banquet with far too
many courses to report on fully in these pages. A few hors

'í,

experiment.

And they listened to lectures in the halls of the college,
now related to the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
and struggling to preserve some religious dimension in the
tide of secularism now theatening that body. Ironically,
there were surprisingly few Disciples present. Most are
embarrassed by the fundamentalist, separatist part of their
past-the part which keeps reminding them that they are
at least historically related to such conservatives as the
"anti-cooperation" elements in the Churches of Christ,
who were also represented at the conference. Neither were
there many "Independents," or conservative Christian
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After a century and a half, Old Main still graces
Bethany campus

Campell's study built for light from "above"
dbeuvres must suffìce. But perhaps we can risk a tentative
a sampling of the

summary-reflection even before offering
fare:

The Campbell's attempt to abandon "theology" infavor
of strict biblicism allowed diverse elements in the Bible
itself to split the movement both politically and relÌgiously.
Of course the main business of the conference was to
describe-it was not a theological conference where such
conclusions were the primary goal. But looking around the
room at people whose only common bond is now a past
which the rank and file have either forgotten or are trying
to forget, one could not escape asking how a single
movement could produce on the one hand an Ed Harrell,

simple way. Certainly it will be impossible if we cannot
admit that the diversity in the movement is actually
rooted in the diversity of the Scriptures at this point-a
step which Church of Christ mainstream conferees such
as Earl West and Bill Humble do not take. Neither can we
expect much help from Disciples who still follow
nineteenth century liberalism in its psychological and
philosophical conclusions which make the Bible somewhat
irrelevant. However, there may be enough vitality in the
growing "left" in non-instrumental Churches of Christ; in
a minority "right" among the restructured Disciples; and
in an informed and irenic element among Independents
for the kinds of questions raised at the Bethany
conference to be fruitfully pursued.
If so, all factions will be required to do their homework
not only in history but in theology as well. It must be asked
whether a "Restoration theology" can be developed which
can house the pro and anti-politicalstrains in Scripture in
a historical, whol+life, integrated viewpoint. It could be an
exciting search for a way to love the world God so loved
that he sent his Son, while resisting the world's own siren
overtures to submit to the allurements of Caesar.
But all that is fare for other feasts. Here are some
random servings from the Bethany buffet.

Robert Bellah, of the University of California at Berkeley,
whose writing on "civil religion" has become central to the
enti re re I i g i ous -pol

i tic a

I d i sc

uss i

on-

For Bellah, civil religion at its best is the offìcial
admission on the part of the state that there is a Higher

anti-cooperation historian who (rather inconsistently)
preaches sectariansim as the only truth; and on the other
hand Disciples scholars anxious to blend in with the
Protestant world at large. Two main points support the
above explanation of this state of affairs:

Item:

Alexander Campbell's view of the biblical

millennium-when the kingdoms of the world would be
one with the kingdom of God-caused him to relate the
American dream to his attempt to unite the sects of
Christendom. Therefore, he welcomed political
opportunities and the emerging "civil religion"; for these
would also provide an opportunity for the kingdom.
Contra-item: David Lipscomb, of the south and a later
generation disillusioned by the American dream, took with
equal seriousness the biblicalemphasis on keeping God's
things separate from Caesar's. He advocated pacifism, not
voting, and a generally testy attitude toward the state.
Given the socialand economic differences and the Civil
War, there was no way to avoid a division.
And is there a way to heal it? Obviously there is no

Bellah: transcendent norms judge society
17
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Bill Banowsky,

controversial president of Pepperdine
University and sometÌme hopeful in the arena of

conse rv a t i ve po

Ii ti

cs-

Allthis talk about informing politics with religion makes
little to do with the real world of

a nice ideal, but it has

smoke-filled rooms and vote trading. Anyway, the
theologians don't operate in a system of absolute virtue
themselves-did not some of the political"culprits" of
Watergate notoriety sit at the feet of situation ethics
theologians? Actually, the situationists are right: politics
requires that sort of thing even of good men.
o'Pragmatism," not idealism, "is the fluid which lubricates
the machinery of politics in every system on earth."

Furthermore, "politics and economics are the way to
solve human problems." Even issues such as pornography
or equal rights, which often seem to have moral or
religious overtones, will be dealt with (if they are dealt
with at all) by those with the power and the money, which
is "the mother's milk of politics. "
This does not mean that men and women of Christian
conviction should not enter politics. Banowsky admitted
that he spends a good deal of time justifying his political
activity to his own Church of Christ brethren who still are
influenced by the Lipscomb opposition to political
involvement. To retreat from the political arena because it
gets dirty is to fail to identify with the way of God, who
sent his Son to reconcile an unlovely world to himself.

Bust of Alexander Campbell
Law governing the government. Such a faith was basic to
the American revolution, Bellah argues. And the common
observation that the country's founding fathers were "only
deists" obscures their genuine commitment to a
transcendent order. Regarding the Declaration of
Independence, "It would be hard to find a document
which more clearly states that the political order is not
sacred," Bellah said. Rather, "there are transcendent
norms which judge all forms of political society" in the
vision of the revolutionaries.
Bellah admits that "civil religion" is easily distorted into
a kind of idolatrous patriotism that exalts "my country
right or wrong." What he affirms is that the democratic
ideal is hopeless and impotent unless a democracy not only
allows but encourages religious faith which informs and
judges the political process.
One reason for this, Bellah thinks, is that from Plato
there has been a classical emphasis on virîue as lying very
close to the concept of a republic. Virtue serves as a
republic's inner genius or essence-much like fear
functions as the inner force of a despotic government. But
there is the further implication that the society itself does
not originate or manipulate virtue: it stands outside the
state while infusing it with a sense ofjustice and love.
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But the tension between entering that arena with this
God-business in mind, and the all-toohuman political
necessities which may well require, for example, lying in
certain contexts, seemed to leave Banowsky with a basic
conflict. On the one hand he affirmed that there should be
no sacred-secular dichotomy. On the other hand
Christianity and politics are "two arenas, two terms, and if
the spiritual vision is anything at all it's a separate reality'"

Earl West, church history specialist at Harding Graduafe
School in Memphis, Tennessee-

Why did the southern Churches of Christ not follow
David Lipscomb's example of non-participation in
government? lilest's answer, in part, centers around the
Gospel Advocafe's experience with the government during
World War I. The paper entered the twentieth century
with editor Lipscomb's anti-government message
appearing frequently. As war loomed nearer, editorials
recommended pacifìsm and non-involvement, The
government gave at least a theoretical ground for
exempting pacifìsts from military duty, as long as their
official denominational creed adopted this stance. Without
such a creed, Church of Christ boys could give only their

individualstatements-occasionally backed up by a letter
from congregational leaders. This evidence was often
considered too flimsy, and many were forced to serve
against their conscience, while some went to concentration

camps.

Meanwhile, the federalgovernment cracked down on
any kind of anti-war journalism. Tlire Advocate's J. C.
McQuiddy was told to stop publishing pacifìst articles or be
closed down. It chose to stop its anti-war line. Professors at
Cordell (Oklahoma) Christian College were firmer in their
convictions; and the government promptly closed the
school and sent two of its students to Leavenworth.
Instead of supporting the college, the Advocate now
advocated food conservation and YMCA camp work. It
was joined by most other Church of Christ institutions.
J. P. Sewell guided Abilene Christian College into close
cooperation with the war effort, including the
establishment of an ROTC unit on campus. Gradually the
churches also settled into a pattern ofsupport for civil
government and hostility toward dissenters. A poignant
quote from a missionary to Japan places the war in a
position now occupied by secularism and materialism:
"It seems that the churches have forsaken missionary
work in favor of the war."

Robert O. Fife, professor at large of Milligan College in
Tennessee, an "Independent" school, and temporarily
teaching in Los

Angeles-

Campbell's work as a delegate to the Virginia
constitutional convention of 1829 shows him to be a
champion of populist politics and equal voting rights

(except, of course, for slaves and women). He was
opposed by the wealthy landowners of eastern Virginiaaristocrats who wanted votes allocated on the basis of
property (which included the number of slaves owned).
Campbell argued that the role of government should be to
"make many middling men instead of a few great ones. "
(He later published a tract against the economics and
morals of slavery-after setting his own slaves free.)

The land barons argued (as did Banowsky) that abstract
moral pinciples such as equality could not be simply
applied in the concrete world of men and affairs. They
won the day against Campbell; and the tensions at the
convention would eventually result in the splitting off of
West Virginia as a separate state.

Richard Hughes, church history specialist at Pepperdine,
and author of several studies on poliîics and religionAlexander Campbell's early dream failed. He had hoped
to see the success of his religious unity program usher in a
civil millennium as well. Not only did his followers
fragment;the nation itself was plunging toward Civil'War.
By 1841 the disillusioned Campbell had decided that the
American dream, with its civil religion, was a more viable
model for worldwide unity than was the restoration of
New Testament Christianity. America's democratic ideals,
its spreading system of public education-even a minimal
agreement on a deistic religion-this, and not Restoration
theology, was now"our special mission to the world." (See
Hughes'article, "Alexander Campbell and the
Millennium," in the June issue of Mrislbn.)

Franklin Littell, widely known historian of religion at
Temple University, and a defender of the validity of the
'free churchl' and sectarian traditions as shapers of

religious

life-

Campbell's appeal to go back to the primitive church
stands in a long line of "restitutionism." This urge to
restore a fallen world to its pristine purity characterized
virtually all of the radical groups of the Reformation-the
Anabaptists and related movements.

Modern historians sometimes accuse such groups of
fleeing from the present world in an impossible attempt to
live in the past. Not so, says Littell. Radical restitutionism
is not a flight from reality, but a call to restore realityincluding the present world-to its originally pure state.
Hence, Campbell's attachment to the American dream
understandable: it would afford a context in which the
religious restoration could flourish. And Littell would not
say, with Hughes, that Campbell abandoned his hope for a
religiously-induced millennial birth in favor of civil
religion. He does find in the democratic ideals of
revolutionary America a higher point in history than many
sectarians;but his vision continues to be essentially a
theological hope that God's people, not Caesar's, would
restore a lost world to
is

Gampbell llked the recllner whlch hls friend Thomas
Jefferson lnvented, and had this copy made

God.

tr
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THE NORMATIVE CHRISTIAN
FAMILY: WORKSHOP FOR
RENEWAL IN CHRIST
By Mary Lou Holton
A man planted

a young tree

in

the ground and

left

grow. Wile he was away, a windstorm came and
the winds blew fiercely and the young tree wos bowed
down; first in one direction and then another.

it

to

A neighbor, seeing that his friend's tree was about
to become up-rooted, went out into the gale, propped
the tree upright, and secured it to a fence.
Wen the man returned and saw that his neighbor
had been responsible for saving his tree, he wqs graleful. However, the man said, "l must provide a permanenl and secure supportfor this young tree untÌl it has
roots strong enough to withstond o storm."
This man is like a parent, and the tree is like a young
child. The neighbor is like a wise counselor who can give
temporary support

in time of crisis.

However,

a

wise

parent knows he must provide a constant support that will
give guidance and direction until the time when the child
is responsible for his own life. What should be the

nature-and the results-of this support?
I

The support in the life of the young child is found in the
nurture of a Christian home dedicated to a continuing
renewal of life in Christ through learning and experience.
Traditionally, we have looked upon the family as the one
place in the world where all of us can expect nurturing to
take place. We have expected the family to be a place
where we can find love and understanding and support. As
Virginia Satir has written in her book, Peoplemaking:
Since the family is the primary and most relevant social
system, it provides the setting, the occasions, the at-

mosphere, the inspirations and the behavior patterns for
forming and transforming interpersonal relationships in
human existence. And the family's destiny depends on
understanding the feelings, and needs, and patterns that
lie beneath everyday family events.

Mory Lou Holton is a homemaker and mother in Dallas. She has
./iequently participated in workshops on the Christian ./amily.
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How can the family become the formation center for
human relationships? How does the Christian family wit'
ness to one another and to the world? How does the
family become the place where the message is relayed that
people are significant and important, with a purpose in
life-that human beings are made in the image of God
and are, therefore, very special in the universe?
The one word that is the clue to these questions is relationships. According to Edith Schaeffer,
Human relationships are taking place whether or not
anyone stops to label them. Whether people treat everyone as having importance, dignity, signifìcance, or
whether people treat others on a sliding scale of importance-+veryone is reacting to other people in some
way. (Wat Is a Family?)
Within the family, the relationships of love and trust,
respect and forgiveness-the quality of these relationships-depend on the ability of the family members to exchange feelings. Good human relations depend a great deal
on getting each other's meaning, whatever words happen
to be used. The cornerstone of any intimate relationship

husband-wife or parent-child-is developing the ability to
empathize; to say to that other person, "I understand how
you feel, although I may not agree with you."

new study by the Timberlawn Psychiatric Research Foundation entitled "What Makes a
Healthy Family Healthy? " has been the subject of a sevenyear project. Study of the interpersonal influence of members of healthy families had not been made until this one
was begun in 1968. Dr. Jerry Lewis, President of the

Research Foundation, and internationally-known psychiatrist, was the leader of a seminar conducted to report
on the findings of the study. The conclusions have now
been published in book form entitled: No Single Thread:
Psychological Health in Family Systems (Bunner/Mazil).
This intensive study scrutinizes the characteristics of oÞ
timally functioning or healthy families and focuses on

those family variables which are interactional rather than

involved. In healthy families, the purpose is to grow new

based solely on individual observations. By identifying and

people and to further the growth of people already there.

understanding the qualities which produce capable, adap
tive individuals, the study indicates there are certain
measurable traits that nurturing, confìdent, and healthy
families have in common.
One of the evaluative techniques used in the study is an
original family evaluation scale which was designed to
assess family functioning in interactional aspects of being a
family. The authors present thirteen rating scales which attempt to quantify family system characteristics. Some of
the conclusions of the study follow:
There is no single secret ingredient which assures
healthy families.
The communication of self-concept in a healthy
family is clear, direct, specifìc, leveling, and growth pro-

o The mood and tone of the healthy family's interaction is usually warm, affectionate, humorous, and optimistic. The linking to society is open and hopeful.
In defìning the function of the family, Dr. Lewis states
that the healthy family will "self-destruct"-that is, "the
children leave." One function of the family is the "pro
duction of autonomous children."

lt

o
o

ducing. Self-worth grows even more reliable and confident. Members of the family get the idea that human life
and human feelings deserve the highest priority.
o The characteristic power structure is nearly
egalitarian when it comes to the sharing of power or influence. Leadership is shared between parents, changing

with the nature of the interaction. Parents see themselves
as leaders, not bosses. Power is in the hands of the parents
and constitutes a strong and effectual parental coalition.
Parents use this effective power to influence the develop

ment of personal powers in their children-body power,
intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual power.
o In the optimal family, members expect things to
turn out well; they expect to be liked and they are open and
receptive to the statements of other family members.
o Healthy families somehow learn that people see
things differentlg therefore, no one member in the family
has an exclusive claim on reality. Each member is listened
to and each is interested in listening to others. Each person
seems to know he or she will have a chance to be heard.
This atmosphere leads to a clarity of expression of individual thoughts and feelings.
Family members are receptive and permeable to the
statements of other family members. The expression of
feelings is open and direct. Anything can be talked aboutthe disappointments, fears, hurts, angers, criticisms, as
well as joys and achievements.
The healthy family acts as if it understands that
humans are complex and their motivations are complex,
in contrast to unhealthy or dysfunctional families who
hold a narrow view of human behavior.
People seem comfortable about touching one
another and showing affection, regardless of age. Evidence
of loving and caring is not limited to carrying out the garbage, cooking the meals, or bringing home the pay check.
There is closeness; no one is isolated, yet there are distinct

o

o
o

boundaries.

o Change is a constant, normal, and healthy factor.
Families show evidence of planning; however, if something interferes they can readily make adjustments, and
are able to handle more of life's problems without panicking. In negotiation and problem-solving, every member is

Fo, ,rt, normative Christian

family, the

key word that characterizes relationships is /ov¿. This is the
mark of the Christian, that people should see them really
carrying out love. Outsiders know them by these demonstrations of love (John 13: 34-35). The fundamental role
of the family is that of bringing the realities of essential
Christianity to the total life of the individual members of

the family unit.
What, then, is the quality of life for the members in this
loving relationship?
The keystone for a Christian view of mal+female relationships in Christ is revealed in Galations 3:28. The issue

in terms of the Christian woman is not, "How
authority do I have over you? " Instead,

it

much

is, "What can we

do for each other? "
Recently, I heard an evangelist say in a sermon that the
husband should fulfill every need of the wife: physical,
social, spiritual, economic, etc. (At last, an answer to The
Total ll'oman--Super Man!). What a deadly game to play!
It is an unbearable burden for the husband and father to
be expected to be all things and do all things for his wife
and family. It is equally important for husbands to be understood by wives. The male is human, too, and has the
same needs as every other human being whether they be

two weeks or eighty- two years old.
In addition, societal expectations and gender-role
stereotyping have added an extra burden for the male: that
of not being allowed to express his human feelings openly.
"Big boys don't cry!" On the other hand, neither is it valid
to accept the thesis I heard in a Mother's Day sermon:
"What we need are more women in the kitchen spanking
babies." The Christian view should be more nearly, "What
we need are more women who know who they are, loving
babies."
A truly intimate relationship between husband and wife
is not possible unless power is shared. Someone is not always the boss, always one-up or one-down. The sharing of
power paves the way to intimacy because the anger of
being always in charge or always down, does not get in the
way.

The idea of human freedom should not be threatening

or frightening for the Christian. Jesus described his mis41
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sion in the world in terms of freedom. To be free to live up

to one's potential and lulfill the Creator's design for

oneself is an important part of abundant life. God deals
with individuals and there is no one that he misses.
God is an equal opportunity provider. According to the
Scriptures, the Holy Spirit apportions gifts "to each in-

dividually as he wills" (1 Cor. 12; see Rom. 12:6, Eph.
4:7). Nothing is said about limitations according to gender.
The whole idea of labeling characteristics masculine or
feminine is unscriptural.
Let us grasp the opportunity of reconciliation that Jesus
personified-incorporation, not alienation; equality, not
discrimination. There are many areas in which women can

make contributions in addition to being wives and
mothers-just as the roles as husbands and fathers may
not limit the dimensions of fulfillment for men.

A"O

what is the quality of life for the
child in this Christian relationship of love? What constitutes a growth environment for the child? For the most
part, our children will behave in accordance with our

values, reflecting positively

and well-pleasing and perfect" (Rom. 12:2).
Parenting for young children must be spiritual, affe+
tive, moral, and ideological. Can parents be perfect? Of
course not. Pretending perfection teaches falseness. But in
the formation center of the family, children can learn that
when mistakes are made and apologies given, forgiveness
is a twoway street. If children are to grow into whole persons, they need to feel wanted, needed, and taken
seriously:

Life, for the child, is growing up in an environment

where significant adults feel deeply that the future has

no meaning for them without the child, and that

children are not just for parents alone but are vital to the
whole society. (Young Children, Vol. 31 Uuly 19761.)
Children, even as infants, need to be treated very much
as persons. A child needs to grow up knowing that love
never fails (1 Cor. 13:8). Parents need to know that love

must be known before it can be genuinely expressed.
"Love your neighbor as yoursell might best be interpreted,

love yourself properly and then you will love your neighbor, for no matter how hard we try, it is not possible to be
loving when we also perceive ourselves as unlovable.

or negatively the ideas we

cherish most.
Parent renewal must be more than a process of being
provided with a technical repertoire. It is true we do have
much information about parenting. The techniques we can

learn and practice, the knowledge of child growth and
development we can acquire. However, the transformation of your life will come through the "renewal of your
mind until the very essence of your being is altered, so that
in your own life, you may prove the will of God is good

A..or¿ing

to Dr. George valliant, Harto love is not just an

vard psychiatrist, "The capacity

abstract concept but a surprisingly enduring and objective
measurement of mental health."
Can human love be perfect? No. But within the family,
it is meant to portray something of the love of God-the
loving kindness that was demonstrated in the fact that
"while we were still sinners, Christ died for us" (Rom.
5:8). In the day-today circumstances of life, parents have

the opportunity to show that love suffers long and is
meant to endure as long as we are in the land of the living.
In a loving, living relationship, children also experience
freedom. When renewed parents think about truly important things they hope for their children, freedom has to be
near the top of the list. The family can be a place for resisting current tendencies in our institutions toward programming, conformity, imitation, and standardization.
How do children grow into mature Christians exc€pt by
being given this freedom? Do you simply want them to

know more about Bible truth? Or do you want their
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minds, hearts, attitudes and actions to change and grow in
response to that teaching? Do you want them to be lockstep conformists or to respond out of a base of informed
choice? Mental liberation for the child must come early.
Children who are allowed to ask "Why? " grow into adults

who continue to ask "WhY? "
Renewal is an ongoing process, begun but never completed. We need to recapture its spirit in our minds, hearts,
and actions and rededicate our efforts toward fulfillment
of its promise in our lives and the lives of our children.

AMONG US--M. Norvel Young, chancellor of Pepperdine UniversiËy convicted of drunken driving lasË summer in connecËion with a wreck which
kil-led ËI^7o persons, has won a continuaLion of his probation. A judge in
Los Angeles had ordered Young Ëo participate in at least a yearrs antial-cohol-ism campaign and to appear for a hearing at the halfway mark, July
28. Young has been traveling widely in carrying out the terms of his probation, speaking to churches and civic groups on the dangers of alcohol....

Teenagers at Ëhe Highl-and Church of Christ in Abil-ene have begun their
radio program on a local rock staËion. Call-edttSonseekersrrthigh school
and junior high studenËs devel-op Ëhirty-second spots wiËh service-orienËed
and evangel-istic messages aimed at oLher Leenagers..¡.A program by the Decatur, Georgia, Church of Christ is trying to sol-ve the problem of medical
missions faltering when docLors have to return to the U.S. to maintain their
professional credentiaLs. The church is seeking Christian doctors interested in forming a group pracËice in the States which could rotate doctors
to and from Lhe mission fiel-d. DocLorsr professional staËus can be jeopardLzed by any stay outside the U.S. for more than two years. The Decatur
church has received a grant for a feasibility sEudy of the progrâm. Interested medical professionals shoul-d contact the churchrs medical missions
committee, L677 ScoËt Bl-vd., Decatur, Georgia 30033.
own

THE CONTINUING STRUGGLE--The fight for religious freedom is far from
over' according to reports from at least three locales. Korean Christian
acLivists charge that twelve of their number have been beaten and otherwise
tortured by police. The twelve r^/ere arrested and questioned abouË alleged
Communist connections after a controversial staËement was read at an ecumenical service. The statement call-ed for the resignaLion of South Korean president Park Chung Hee, and the resËoration of I'free speech, parliamentary democracy and an independent judiciary."....SevenLeen Roman CaËholic priests
and nuns have been expelled from Vietnam, with no official reason being
offered by the government....In Romania, a Lutheran pasEor charges, several
religious organizations are completely forbidden. These include the Greek
Catholic Church, the YMCA and YhICA, and the British and Foreign Bible Society
as well as evangelical groups such as Nazarenes and Jehovahrs hlitnesses. The
pastor, Richard Wurmbrand, who now lives in the U.S., was himself a victim of
torture in Romanian prisons. . . .And a Latvian Baptist pastor has told a Congressional hearing in l,rlashington thaË Ëhe U.S. is implicated in the recent
arresË of Russian Baptist pastor Georgi Vins and others. Listening devices
which made it possible to locate and arrest Vins were made in the U.S., the
Latvian said.
(Continued on p. 2L)
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ONcr tN THE province of Restoria there
lived a vigorous and sports-loving people.
Some of Restoria's citizens decided to
revive "worball," a game that their ancestors had played in centuries Past.
While records of how the game was
played were rather scarce, some of the ancient rulebooks were located. One of the
rules indicated that the ball used in the
game had to be caught in the hands, just as
in modern baseball.
But a difference of opinion arose about
the interpretation of the catching rule.
Some people concluded that the game
must lre played bare-handed since no
C. Keith Sigler is an instructor of English at the
H utchinson Community Junior College

in Hutchinson, Kansas.
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gloves or mitts were specified in the original rules. Others, however, believed that

this interpretation was

unnecessarily

restrictive because use of gloves was not a
substitute for the hand in seizing the game
ball; they reasoned that the hand was only
being protected and aided in its function.
Disagreement about this rule became so
serious that those who believed that true
worball could be played only with bare
hands formed their own league, and those
who thought that worball was just as truly
played with gloves formed a league of their
own. There were many outstanding players
in both leagues. Each league advertised that
its games adhered to the original rules of
worball. Occasionally players would be
persuaded to switch from one league to the
other.

